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Jaboury Ghazoul’s volume Forests was
published in Oxford University Press's
prestigious Very Short Introductions
series. The author, specialized in eco-
logy offers an interesting insight into
the ecology of forests from a multitude
of perspectives. The volume discusses
the difficulties in giving a precise
definition of what a forest is – what
kind of plants and in what density can
be considered to form a forest. The
conclusion of the author which is valid
throughout the book is that our cul-
tures frame how we define and how we
relate to forests. A historical overview
of forest ecology that takes the reader
back into geological periods shows in
the volume the variations that occur-
red in the way plants inhabited the
planet. Another chapter discusses the
factors that disrupt the lives of forests
– showing that even without human
intervention forests can have a history
of transformations of their own. In
addition to this, in the era of the
anthropocene forests are radically
transformed by logging activities, by
constructions, by commercial interests.
These aspects are discussed in con-
nection with possible scripts of future,
in the context of climate change and
human activity.
The review article presents Ghazoul’s
book from a cultural perspective, in
its relation to the themes discussed in
Korunk’s thematic issue about Trees
in a posthumanist and ecocritical
approach.
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The author reads major authors of
contemporary ecocriticism from a cri-
tical perspective. One of the strategies

to discuss the views of Félix Guattari
and others is to read them together and
from the perspective of trees – and also
in their dialogues with authors like
Kathleen Stewart, Neill Campbell, Jane
Bennett. The result is important in
order to determine the validity and
future of Guattari’s claims for “new
collective assemblages of enunciation”.
The author argues that there is a need
to approach the question of ‘conti-
nually reinventing’ the world keeping
alive the possibilities that there are
processes of learning that should not
necessarily focus on ‘new’ skills in a
historical sense, but rather on more
intensive resonances with objects and
creatures of the planet – and turn these
existing and newly acquired skills
towards unexpected, previously unex-
plored directions.
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The author discusses contemporary
phenomena related to the perception
of trees within the context of art, of
posthumanist theory and accounts like
Peter Wohlleben’s best-selling book
The Hidden Life of Trees. In this
approach, the idea of interconnected-
ness of trees in a forest becomes essen-
tial. The article insists on the other
hand on the importance of renouncing
to approaches that facilitate anthropo-
morphism in relation with trees and
nature in general. The examples dis-
cussed manage to address the issue in
a creative, revelatory manner.
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In his essay about John Fowles’s book
The Tree the author discusses the
relationship between Fowles’s idea
about fiction and the structure of
gardens and forests. According to
Fowles, the structure of prose fiction
can be seen in a strong connection126
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with the labyrinthic jungles and fo-
rests. Kovács argues that this sort of
relevance should take into account the
temporal primordiality of forests in
connection with mankind, maintai-
ning however the validity of Fowles’s
arguments in other important contexts.

The ambivalence of the relationship
between trees and humans is encoded
into the paradigm of modernity. To
engage in a discussion with a tree,
mankind should first address its own
relationship to modernism and all of
its implications.
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